
Yeast of Eden (Pancake House Mystery, #4) By Sarah Fox This one is out October 30th and is the
fourth book in the series! I totally recommend this series for binge reading and a stack of pancakes
to go with it! English Wally Fowler has returned to Wildwood Cove and he plans on opening a
breakfast restaurant. English A fun & engaging murder mystery with wonderful characters! English
This absolutely would have been a 4-star read if it had not been for the overwhelming.

I've enjoyed this series from the start and thought this installment was just as enjoyable. English
Sarah Fox writes a wonderful series set on the West Coast about a Pancake House that is one of the
series I look most forward to reading anxiously awaiting the next instalment in Yeast of Eden Sarah
doesn't disappoint. This one tugged at my heart strings the mystery as much as the history in this
one was really touching and even though it is set around Christmas Marley McKinney thought she
had seen it all. When Wally parades through her restaurant the Flip Side like a proud peacock
proclaiming that his food will be better than hers Marley is afraid that her customers will desert her
for the competition. {site_link} In USA Today bestselling author Sarah Fox’s delicious new Pancake
House Mystery it’s up to Marley McKinney to discover the waffle truth behind a rival’s murder .
Although he’s been away for years establishing his reputation as the self-proclaimed Waffle King the
wealthy blowhard has returned to the coastal community to make money not friends—by pitting his
hot and trendy Waffle Kingdom against Marley McKinney’s cozy pancake house The Flip Side.  
Marley isn’t surprised when the authorities sniff around The Flip Side for a motive but it’s her best
friend Lisa who gets grilled given her sticky history with the victim.   Includes pancake recipes right
from The Flip Side menu! Yeast of Eden (Pancake House Mystery #4)*I received a free copy of this
book which I voluntarily chose to write an honest review for. The mysteries were excellent [I did
guess the killer but had talked myself out of it so I was semi-surprised when I was correct! LOL] and
I liked the twists and some of the very real family drama that Brett has to deal with - it was all very
realistic and believable. What was NOT believable was how mushy and gushy Marley has become;
when she first came on the scene she was a force to be reckoned with - she dealt with the death of
her uncle starting running the Pancake House and solved the murder! She was seriously kicking
butt!!! And then Brett enters the picture and things get serious and Marley all the sudden loses
herself. He actually is a decent boyfriend as far as book boyfriends go but Marley all of the sudden
becomes this mush-laden what WILL I do without him kind of girl and it is really annoying. An
unfortunate accident in the kitchen of Waffle Kingdom? Or murder?As Marley tried to find answers –
especially as her best friend Lisa appeared high on the suspect list – the Sheriff told Marley to keep
out of it. (oh and grab the recipes at the end too - The Flip Side's very own!) English To hear my
thoughts on this book and other cozy mysteries subscribe to my YouTube channel @ https://youtube.

Marley walks by the Waffle Kingdom and notices that the tires on Wally’s van have been slashed,
Marley goes into tell Wally about the incident and encounters Ivan walking out of the kitchen where
Wally has cooked up his last waffle. Sheriff Georgeson focuses his investigation on Lisa and Ivan
since they both had reason to harm Wally. Marley needs to whip together the clues and serve up the
killer: New readers to A Pancake House Mystery will have no problem delving into Yeast of Eden:
There are friendly characters including the regulars who enjoy breakfast at The Flip Side every
morning. The Flip Side is set in the small town of Wildwood Cove where the hardware store has a
ladies’ night each month. With the giveaway.

It did not feel overly Christmasy or sickly sweet. A perfect blend! My mouth watered at the mention
of the items offered in the Pancake house and I am grateful for the recipes at the end of the book:
One evening Wally is found dead in his new restaurant and it appears he was murdered: Lisa and
Ivan become a person of interest in the killing. Marley decides to explore Wally's death in order to
clear her friends, Brett's Father has a hearted attack and his family all go to Seattle. Marley looking
to decorate for Christmas finds a set of journals from a relative who disappeared about twenty years
ago: These various themes are skillfully brought together to form the story, English This is the fourth



installment of the Pancake House series. When Wally the Waffle King's flyers announcing his
upcoming grand opening are left on her restaurant's door step.

And self obsessed making things even more difficult, Before it can open though he is found dead
with her friends as the main suspects. Though she tried to stay out of it she starts asking questions
slowly figuring things out until she finds herself in danger, Add in some personal issues along with
Brett's family issues to get a story that will keep you hooked. The characters are all coming into
their own showing growth and development. I like Marley and think the author provides the reader
with a likable and relatable protagonist: Marley has grown since we were first introduced to her
both in her confidence in running the Pancake house as well as in her personal life, However she
still has the uncanny ability to be in the wrong place at the wrong time - especially when a dead
body is involved, Once again she puts on her sleuthing hat to try and clear the name of one of her
friends suspected of two murders: There are actually two mysteries in this book which I liked - one
involving a mystery that happened in the past and the one in the present day, Both are wrapped up
nicely with the mystery in present coming to a rather climatic conclusion: I voluntarily read an
advanced reader copy provided to me by the publisher through Netgalley. English Yeast of Eden by
Sarah Fox is the fourth tale in A Pancake House Mystery series, The pompous Wally Fowler recently
returned to town and is opening Wally’s Waffle Kingdom in a week which will put it in direct
competition to The Flip Side: Wally visits The Flip Side and invites Marley along with her chef Ivan
Kaminski to a nitrogen ice cream demonstration that evening. That evening Marley attends ladies’
night at the hardware enjoying the sales giveaways and delicious treats. She encounters Lisa
Morales who is upset at Wally’s return to town, Wally got Lisa’s brother Carlos hooked on drugs
years ago and is responsible for the death of another woman, On her way home discounts and
yummy treats the woman of the town cannot help but drop in: We have the death of obnoxious Wally
Fowler and an older case, After stumbling upon some journals in an old trunk Marley finds herself
embroiled in another mystery. I just wish they had been more of a challenge to solve: I am glad that
Marley is happy with her boyfriend Brett Collins: But must we have so much gushing and “what will
I do without him” when Brett rushes out of town when his father falls ill. It was over-the-top sickly
sweet (what happened the Marley in the first book): The romantic element needs to be dialed down a
few notches (this is a cozy mystery not a romance novel). I like that we get to experience real
moments with Brett when his father is rushed to the hospital. There are recipes for Candy Cane
Pancakes Gingerbread Crepes Eggnog Whipped Cream and French Toast at the end of the book,
Sarah Fox has whisked together family friendship romance breakfast delicacies and murder into the
jaunty and airy cozy mystery-Yeast of Eden, I love the cover and the way Sarah writes the series it is
so easy to picture and relate to the setting and the characters: But before the Waffle Kingdom
opening Wally is found murdered inside. There is no shortage of suspects each having their own
reason for wanting him dead: When someone else is killed the stakes and the mystery grow even
higher and everyone wonders who will be the next victim: Although I haven't read the prior books in
the series it was easy for me to jump right into the storyline, The mystery was well-paced and held
my interest until the very last page, The killer's identity was a complete surprise! There is also a
subplot involving a family secret that comes to a satisfactory conclusion, There was just the right
amount of a romantic element; it did not overshadow the mystery: At the conclusion of the book the
author includes recipes served at the Flip Side and they all sound delicious, Thanks to NetGalley and
the publisher for an advance digital copy of this book. English



Sarah Fox writer of cozy mysteries was born and raised in Vancouver British Columbia where she
developed a love for mysteries at a young age. When not writing novels or working as a legal writer
she is often reading her way through a stack of books or spending time outdoors with her English
Springer Spaniel, Sarah is the author of the Literary Pub Mysteries the Pancake House Mysteries
and the Music Lovers Mysteries, Sarah Fox writer of cozy mysteries was born and raised in
Vancouver British Columbia where she developed a love for mysteries at a young age: When not
writing novels or working as a legal writer she is often reading her way through a stack of books or
spending time outdoors with her English Springer Spaniel: Sarah is the author of the Literary Pub
Mysteries the Pancake House Mysteries and the Music Lover's Mysteries.   Winter has come to
Wildwood Cove and riding in on the chill is Wally Fowler: Wally doesn’t see anything wrong in a
little healthy competition until he’s murdered in his own state-of-the art kitchen: When a second
murder rocks the town it makes it harder than ever for Marley to clear Lisa’s name, Marley’s afraid
that she’s next in line to die—and the way things are looking the odds of surviving her investigation
could be stacked against her: Another great installment to this adorable culinary cozy mystery
series. The Flip Side is doing great but Marley gets worried when he Waffle Kingdom decided to
come to town, The owner is loud crude gushing I have a serious boyfriend and therefore have no life
and will pine away when he isn't with me romance aspect of the book. Now I like Brett as a
character and in no way is he holding her back: IF I wanted a romantic mystery THAT Is what I
would have sought out on NetGalley NOT a cozy mystery, But that is not what I wanted and by the
end I was totally and completely over the romance aspect of this book. All that said I will absolutely
read another one of these should she write another one and I have her new series on deck to read as
well. I like her as an author and I would like to see Marley and Brett's and the town of Wildwood
Cove story continue, Though I will say that if the romance level continues like it was in this book I
might have to reconsider that statement, A huge thank you to NetGalley and Lyrical Underground
Publishing for providing this ARC in exchange for an honest review, English Marley McKinney was
fed up with finding flyers alluding to the probability of the upcoming Waffle Kingdom being the best
café in town. Marley ran The Flip Side Wildwood Cove’s own pancake house which was filled with
customers day in and day out. Now it seemed she had a rival – Wally Fowler had returned to the
town he’d grown up in and still he wasn’t liked. After a bitter encounter at The Flip Side between
Wally and Marley the next time she saw him he was dead. But how could she? And with her
boyfriend Brett worried about his father’s health she knew she couldn’t burden him with her
suspicions, Would Marley discover who was at fault? Or was she putting herself in danger?Yeast of
Eden by Sarah Fox is a delightful fun cosy mystery which I thoroughly enjoyed, 4th in A Pancake
House Mystery series (and the first I’ve read) I had no idea who the killer was until the reveal: I was
surprised to say the least! I’ll be going back to the beginning of this series now – I guess I’ve found
another new author! Highly recommended. On December 8th at 6pm Eastern Sarah and a few other
cozy mystery authors will be joining me for a holiday recipe swap: Come here about Marleys favorite
holiday recipes and traditions! There will be live giveaways! English.

. Yeast of Eden is a light-hearted cozy mystery. He has been harnessing Marley and the crew at



Flapjack. Marley is looking for more information about her relative. I highly recommend this book
and series.Pancake recipes are included.Disclosure: Many thanks to Lyrical Underground for a
review copy. The opinions expressed are my own. I highly recommend it to fans of genre. I really
liked it so I give it 4/5 stars. Her romance with Brett is progressing very nicely. I thought the
mystery was well done. Marley McKinney owns The Flip Side in Wildwood Cove. Ivan gets upset
when Wally insults his culinary expertise. Marley has yet to meet a person who likes Wally Fowler.
There are two intertwining mysteries in Yeast of Eden. I liked how they tied together. I am giving
Yeast of Eden 3 out of 5 stars. My review is voluntary. . AS are all the mushy gushy romance scenes.
Blech.com/channel/UCDn4HCNJ


